
	  

General Scoring Guide 
While I do not like to give “caps” on points possible, this guide is to give families 
a general idea of how I typically give points on various weekly assignments (see 
“menu”). 

These assignments are the most important comprehension tasks, 
so they are the “must do” work for the week. Just because I have a 
point guide, completion does not guarantee full points earned. 
Initially I will be very “generous” but as I start to guide students, I 
will become more particular about earning full points as 
expectations gradually increase. 
• Dive ins for 3rd graders 

are written and for the 
first part of the year are 
art images.  I am looking 
for writing in complete 
sentences (2 pts.), at least 3 “observations” (2 pts.) and then at 
least 3 inferences (2 pts.).  So 6 points means that a student 
fully met expectations *These stay in notebooks at school. (but I will collect snapshots if you want to see 

your child’s work.) 
• Dive ins for 4th graders are done on Edmodo digitally.  These 

vary.  5 points is the baseline.  For a full 5 points I am looking for 
a student to follow the prompt (attend to the directions), provide 
their thinking or opinion, and base that opinion on a concrete 
observation or “evidence”.  Students who respond in a well 
developed paragraph can always earn extra points. 

• Talk about Text is typically a short piece of text to read 
outside of class and then prepare for response to in class. I will 
look at the level of preparedness as evidenced through 
annotations and typically will give up to 5 points for this 
component.  Then the response to the text will be either verbal, 
written, or both.  5 points for each is the guide, so up to 15 points 
for annotations, 5 for written response, and then if we discuss 
another 5 points for participation.  Note 
that due to in class time constraints, we 
may not always have a verbal discussion 
about a text. 

• Book Club (4th graders) is another type 
of TaT with special guidelines 



This is the guide that 
the children used to 
assess themselves in 
the areas of 
preparedness, 
annotation, and 
participation. I am now 
assessing the children 
based on my 
observations. Points 
are straightforward for 
each category. (If they 
were in the “3” column 
for the area, then 3 
points.) Thus up to 12 
points possible. 

The “exit ticket” is an extra component worth up to 8 points (thus rounding out the 20 
points possible.)  Here written comprehension skills are key.  We use a “RACE” strategy so 
I am looking for 2 points per part. 

3rd grade responses or “exit tickets”: 
Once taught, 3rd graders will follow “ACE” with 2 points per part, so 
up to 6 points.  Expectations initially will be writing in full sentences 
with criteria becoming increasingly more challenging as new skills 
are modeled and reinforced. Great responses that “wow” me often 
get extra points added to recognize the quality. 



	  

• Video Lesson (intent is one each 
week) These lessons are where I provide 
core curriculum instruction on Language 
Arts content. Students are creating a 
notebook resource with terms and resource 
lists to access later. At the very least, each 
lesson is worth 8 points; some will be worth 

9 or 10 depending on extra elements.  Here is the self-
assessment guide for students: 

Self Assessment Score Sheet For Video Lessons 
 

• Directions followed:  
Point for l istening carefully ______ 
Point for comparing my notebook to Mrs. Weber’s sample ____ 

 
• Content:   

Point for having every piece _____ 
Point for adding this lesson to my table of contents _____ 

 
• Neatness:   

Point for cutting pieces out neatly _____ 
Point for using l iquid g lue in small dots (so pages don’t stick together) ____ 
 

• Visual appeal:  
Point for coloring parts in neatly ______ 
Point for using several colors _____ 
 

• Extras included: (Note this may not be in every lesson) 
Point for completing all addit ional tasks such as writ ing in info _____ 
Point for being “orig inal”  and not copying Mrs. Weber’s samples when I can add my 
original thinking ____ Self Assessment Score Sheet For Video Lessons 
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Our stations are in class activities that supplement 
the language arts curriculum in general.  Even though 
I am the reading teacher of record, I am supporting 
student skills in other areas: listening, language 
(vocabulary and “spelling”) and writing. 
 
Writing station is exceptional and I have created a 
special scoring guide for this activity (as well as an 
explanatory video). This is the ONLY station 
students can do outside of the classroom if they 
wish. 
 
The other stations are typically worth 10 points and I 
operate on the “deduction” method if quality is 
lacking or expectations not fully met.  Writing in 
complete sentences is always expected. 



	  

This category will be modified as new activity options 
present themselves.  These are typically the fun 
“digitally” based assignments.  Often a minimum point 
criteria is hard to establish due to the nature of the 
task.  Please note that these tasks are often purely 
enriching. 
 
Generally I will look for between 5-10 points per task. 
I find kids enjoy these, but I keep the points limited 
because I want to put effort emphasis on the 
activities that support my curricular goals more 
heavily. 

There is no limit to “snacks” so 
students can build point totals 
with these activities, but the 
“must do’s” are essential.  
Students are discouraged from 
using “green room time” to work 
ELO’s because they are 
enrichment supplements. Each 
ELO is a worksheet generally 
worth 5 points. I will be “picky” 
about reading directions carefully  
on these. 
 
The brochures are different.  We 
learn about levels of thinking and 
the “higher” the level, the more 
points the brochure can be worth.  
General rule is that “remembering, 
understanding, and applying” 
brochures are 3 points per 
section so up to 15 points.  Then 
“analyzing, evaluating, and 
creating” are 4 points per section 
so up to 20 points. 
 
It is almost impossible to meet 
100/150 points without doing one 
or two “snack” activities. 


